
The Edge Geometry of Regular N-gons  (Part 2 for 25 ≤ N ≤ 50) 
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We will not repeat the analysis from Part 1 except for this Introduction. There are multiple 
mappings that can be used to generate what we call the ‘edge geometry’ of a regular N-gon, but 
they are all based on piecewise isometries acting on the extended edges of N to form a 
‘singularity’ set W. This singularity set is also known as the ‘web’ because it is connected and 
consists of rays or line segments, with possible accumulation points in the limit. We will use 
three such maps here, all of which appear to share the same local geometry of W. These 
mappings are the outer-billiards map , the digital-filter map Df and the dual-center map Dc. 
These maps are discussed in ‘Outer-billiards, digital filters and kicked Hamiltonians’ [H2]. 
 
In the previous paper ‘First Families of Regular Polygons and their Mutations’ [H5] we show 
that the evolution of the -web for the outer-billiards map can be reduced to a simple ‘shear and 
rotation’ and in [H2] we show how the Df map can also be reduced to a shear and rotation – but 
on a toral space. The Dc map is defined to be a shear and rotation in the complex plane.  
 
The equivalence of the web geometry for , Df and Dc supports the premise that this geometry is 
inherent in the N-gon. These three maps have equivalent initial geometry so there should be a 
matching equivalence of dynamics and in the Appendix of [H5] we show how the three maps can 
be used to solve the same problem in the evolution of W. But to do this it was necessary to use 
three very different symbolic representations for the orbits of points. At this time the -
representations are the most meaningful since there is a well-developed theory of dynamics for 
both regular and non-regular N-gons. But for computational purposes the Df and Dc maps are 
simpler and more efficient and we will sometimes use these alternative maps to generate W. 
 
Our emphasis here and in [H5] is the geometry of W, but the topology of W is the ultimate goal 
and this depends on both geometry and the dynamics of points in the complement of W. In 
general this connection is far from trivial but in [H5] we show that the ‘shear and rotate’ 
evolution of W must preserve the S[k] ‘tiles’ of the First Family of N and Lemma 4.1 shows that 
these S[k] ‘tiles’ have constant step-k  orbits around N and hence periods N/gcd(k,N). These 
‘resonant’ orbits set bounds on all -orbits because W is the disjoint union of the local S[k] webs.  
 
For a regular N-gon, the extended edges form ‘star-polygons’ as shown in (i) below for the 
regular tetradecagon  known as N = 14. The intersection points (‘star points’) determine a scaling 
which defines the parameters of a family of regular polygons which are conforming to the 
bounds of the star polygon. Each distinct star[k] point defines a scale[k] and an S[k] ‘tile’ which 
is also a regular polygon. These S[k] form the nucleus of the First Family of N = 14 as shown in 
(ii).  These families are preserved under the web W as shown in (iii). 
 
Figure 1  The web development for the regular tetradecagon known as N = 14. 
 

 

(Click on any image  to 
download the original. We 
recommend Firefox because 
Chrome may limit multiple 
downloads.) 



These ‘generalized star polygons’ in (iii) share the same scaling and dihedral symmetry as N. 
The number of ‘primitive’ S[k] (gcd(k,N) = 1) matches the ‘algebraic complexity’ of N - namely 
(N)/2 where  is the Euler totient function. This is the rank of the maximal real subfield N

+ of 
the cyclotomic field N. Based on a 1949 result of C.L.Siegel communicated to S. Chowla [Ch], 
the primitive scales form a unit basis for N

+, which we call the ‘scaling field’ of N. The 
traditional generator of N

+ is N = 2cos(2π/N) which is  +  -1 where  = exp(2πi/N). We will 
typically use primitive scales as alternate generators because the resulting scaling polynomials 
will be more meaningful than the generic polynomials in N. 
 
In the First Family Theorem (FFT) of [H5] we give an algebraic derivation of the S[k] for any N 
so here we can assume that the parameters of the S[k] are known. These parameters typically 
include the height (apothem) relative to N, as well as positional information of the center.  
Because the S[k] are formed in a multi-step fashion in the web any resonance between these k 
steps and N will yield a ‘mutated’ S[k], but these mutations are just ‘scaffolding’ based on the 
ideal S[k] so they are easy to predict. 
 
By its nature  is very sensitive to translations, so even if an S[k] is simply a scaled and 
translated copy of N, the local geometry may be very different from the known First Family 
geometry of N. This is what we call the ‘in-situ’ issue and it prevents the web W from having 
large-scale self-similarity except in the ‘quadratic’ cases of N = 5, 8 10 and 12. 
 
Because the S[k] evolve in the web in a multi-step fashion it is possible to describe the ‘local 
families’ of the existing S[k], but these descriptions are large-scale and we know almost nothing 
about the small-scale geometry of these local families. Below is an example of what we do know 
about these local families for the case of N = 60. 
 
Our primary concern here is the geometry local to N. This will involve primarily the S[1] and 
S[2] tiles but typically this geometry is shared by adjacent tiles in an invariant region local to N. 
Invariance for  is a non-trivial issue that typically occurs at all scales and we have no theory that 
can predict the exact bounds of these large scale invariances, but the inner-most  regions will 
typically will be bounded by S[N/3] or S[N/4] because these are strong orbital resonances. 
For N= 60 shown below this black invariant region local to N extends to S[25].  
 
Figure 1.2  A portion of the global web of N = 60 showing the first four invariant regions 

 
There are a total of 6 large-scale invariant regions for N = 60 and each of these can be further 
subdivided into smaller-scale invariant regions. Therefore there is little hope of finding ‘dense’ 
test points for any of these regions, except for the quadratic cases. But generating invariant 
images at this coarse resolution is still easy because there is no shortage of high-period test 
points that can be iterated to yield the approximate bounds. For example the black region shown 
here local to N was generated by the orbit of point which is a slight displacement of vertex 1 of 
S[1].  



The Generalized First Family Theorem (GFFT) of [H5] allows us to define the local (right-side) 
families of the S[k]. For example, since S[25] is step N/2-k = 5, the right and left side local 
families will be step-5 as shown below. This family must include S[24] (and N) so counting 
backwards mod-5 fills in the remaining family members which are simply displaced copies of   
S[k]. The only tile shared by the local families of S[25] and S[24] is the M tile, which must be 
congruent to S[19]. This in turn defines the left-side family of S[24], and this can be extended to 
include the local family of M itself. Based on the GFFT this family will have an ‘effective’ step 
size of 5+6 which yields an S[3] and an S[2]. 
 
Figure 1.3 The local families of S[25] of N = 60. 

 
The same reasoning applies to the left side of S[25] where the local M will be step-9. Of course 
there will be mutations throughout the S[k] and most mutations in the original S[k] are inherited 
by these clones. One exception is S[18] shown below. This tile is in the local family of a clone of 
S[25] which has the same effective step size as the original– namely step-5. 
 
Figure 1.4 The local families of the clone of S[25] ( see Figure 1.2 above for its location). 
 

           
                 
Figure 1.5  A comparison of the original S[18] and the S[18] clone shown above.  

                   



The underlying cyan S[k] are identical and the two resulting decagon weaves are equilateral. 
These edge lengths will always span 12 star points (with the included edge of S[18]) but it makes 
a difference which star points are involved. Here the clone has a slightly larger edge and the  
pentagons are a closer match, so the blue pentagon can almost be embedded in the magenta. The 
mutation conjecture of [H5] applies only to the original S[18] case and correctly predicts that the 
right-side  surviving star point will be the minimum value of  N/2-1-12j which is 5 here. The 
edge length is always one rotational web cycle which is k = 12 star points (including the edge of 
S[18]) and this applies to the clone also.  
 
Since N = 60 is in the 8k+4 family, the S[2] tile will be mutated into a weave of two N/4-gons as  
shown below. The 8k+4 Conjecture of [H5] states that the DS[4] tiles predicted by the Edge 
Conjecture will exist in proximity to the magenta vertices of the mutated S[2] and the blue 
vertices (including star[1]) will support ‘parent’ Px tiles. For N = 12 this alternative parent of 
DS[4] is simply S[3]. These Px tiles seem to support future generations at star[1] of S[2]. In 
general the Edge Conjecture predicts that for N-even the web of S[2] and S[1] will support DS[k] 
tiles at step-4 as shown here. Note that this sequence will end at S[1] which is DS[28]. 
 
Figure 1.5 The geometry local to S[2] for N = 60 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Catalog of singularity set edge geometry for regular N-gons with 26 ≤ N  50 
 
Table 1 The 8 dynamical classes of edge geometry based on the Rule of 4 for N even (top) and 
the Rule of 8 for N odd (bottom).  
 

8k  family 
(8,16,24,32,40,48) 

8k  + 2 family 
(10,18,26,34,42,50) 

8k + 4 family 
(4,12,20,28,36,44) 

8k + 6 family 
(6,14,22,30,38,46) 

    
8k + 1 family 

(9,17,25,33,41,49) 
8k + 3 family 

(3,11,19,27,35,43) 
8k+ 5 family 

(5,13,21,29,37,45) 
8k+7 family 

(7,15,23,31,29,47) 

    
 
These even and odd cases are linked because any odd N-gon can be regarded as embedded in the 
2N-case. Therefore the 8k+1 and 8k+5 families can be embedded in 8k+2 families while the 
8k+3 and 8k+7 families can be embedded in 8k+6. This embedding of an odd N-gon in 2N is 
algebraically sound (with the proper transformation), but the dynamics are different and the web 
local to N may be very different from the web local to D or 2N.  
 
The 8k+2 Conjecture from Part 1 says that there will be sequences of D[k] and M[k] tiles and 
these DS[k] families converging to star[1] of S[2] with known geometric and temporal scaling.. 
The surprising 8k+4 Conjecture will be explained along with N = 28. The 8k+1 Conjecture 
says that these families will have a volunteer DS[2] to go along with the predicted DS[5]. The 
8k+7 Conjecture says that the predicted DS[3] will generate dual DS[1]s at S[N-3] with step-2 
webs which support at least S[1],S[2] and S[4] tiles. The Twice-even S[1] Conjecture says that 
since S[1] has k = 2 it can support ‘step-2’tiles called Skx which are D tiles relative to S[k] (like 
N-odd).The S3x is an S[2] tile of S[3] for N 12. 
 
Every N-gon has a local web which is invariant and this web would be expected to contain at 
least 1/4 of the S[k], so there is a link between edge geometry and the large scale geometry. Both 
are driven by the cyclotomic field and the corresponding scaling field SN with complexity 
φ(N)/2. Hopefully the examples below may shed some light on the issue of ‘nature’ (algebraic 
complexity) vs. ‘nurture’ (web and edge complexity under  ). As N increases there appears to be 
a surprising amount of diversity within the ‘algebraic families’ as shown below. 
 
Table 2  Algebraic Complexity of regular N-gons for N ≤ 50 
 
(N)/2 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 18 20 21 23 
 N 3     
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6 
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8 
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20 
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30 
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22 
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21 
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28 
36 
42 

17     
32 
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40  
48 

19 
27  
38 

25
33
44 
50 

23 
46 

35  
39 
45 

29 31 37 41   43  
49 

47 



N = 26   N = 26 with algebraic complexity 6 is the 3rd member of the 8k+2 family and the first 
to have algebraic complexity greater than 3, so it is a test case for larger N values. We will use N 
= 26 to show that there is a simple difference equation that describes the evolution of the D[k] 
for all members of the 8k+2 family and the solution of this equation implies the limiting N/2+1 
ratio of the periods and also the high-low variation in the periods. This unites all members of this 
family starting with N = 10.  
 
We will also address the issue of whether the sequences of M[k] and D[k] tiles predicted by the 
8k+2 Conjecture will be embedded in self-similar families or will each generation have distinct 
geometry. For N = 18 it appears that each generation defined by M[k] and D]k] is self-similar to 
the 2nd generation but that is clearly not true here. Because of the left-right orientation of each 
generation at star[1] of S[2], there will always be some variation between even and odd 
generations and the major issue is whether there is self-similarity within these two classes. What 
we will see here, and most likely everywhere in the 8k+2 family beyond N = 18, is a similarity 
within even and odd generations, but not perfect self-similarity of any two generations. This 
prediction is now part of the revised 8k+2 Conjecture of Part1. 
 
Figure 26.1  The early web 

 
 
The Rule of 4 predicts the DS[3]s and DS[7]s along with S[1] at S[11]. There is also a close 
match with the DS[5] of S[2]. Since N is even these DS[k] are simply the S[k] in the First Family 
of S[2]. In N13Summary we derive the parameters of the Px and Py volunteers shown here. It 
appears that the Py are preserved in future generations, but the local geometry of the Px will 
differ, so there will be some variation in family structure in the region between S[1] and S[2]. 
 
The graphic below shows the predicted DS[k] tiles local to S[2]. A similar plot will exist for all 
members of this family starting with N = 10 and it appears that all the D[k] converging to star[1] 
of S[2], will have a similar local geometry which will imply the 8k+2 Conjecture. 
 

http://www.dynamicsofpolygons.org/PDFs/N13Summary.pdf


Figure 26.2  The early DS[k] showing D[2]s forming in pairs adjacent to DS[3]s (not shown). 

 
Because the combined S[1]-S[2] web is step-4, there will always be k clusters on each side of the 
line of symmetry and one shared DS[2]. Here k is 3 so there will be 13 DS[2]s. These N/2 
DS[2]s can serve as the next-generation D[2]s. By Lemma 4.1 of [H5] the center of S[2] will 
have period N/2 but the rotated S[2] on the right will be in the second group of 13, so the small 
D[2] ‘outlier’ on the right will  also be in that invariant grouping. The 13 D[2] shown above will  
map to their clones with period (N/2)2. This is universal for all members of the 8k+2 family and 
these will be the initial conditions for the difference equation to follow. 
 
Figure 26.3 The 3rd generation presided over by D[2] is similar to the 2nd 

 
The web rotation is reversed, but D[2] has a step-4 web just like D[1] and the local geometry is 
very similar with N/2 D[3]s. But here the ‘outlier’ D[3] at star[1] of S[2] does exist. 
 
Figure 26.3 Back at D[1] there will be 13 magenta D[3] around each D[2] - each with their 
outliers 

 

 The periods of the first three D[k] are: 
D[1] at 13, D[2] at 132 and D[3] at 133 + 14⸱13 
so the proposed difference equation for the 
periods Pk of the D[k] is 

Pk = nPk-1 + (n+1)Pk-2 
where n = N/2 and P1 = n and P2 = n2 
 
Mathematica was happy to solve this as 
 
RSolve[{p[k]== p[k-1]n + p[k-2](n+1), 
p[1]==n, p[2]==n^2}, p[k], k] 

[ ]
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p k

n

− − +
→ −

+
 



The centers of the D[k] are easy to find but calculating the periods by iterating these centers  can 
be very computationally intensive. But this is simple formula for these D[k] periods should be 
valid for all 8k+2 N-gons. Here are some examples. 
 

Example: 
( ) ( )( )1 1

[ , ]
2

k kn n
p n k

n
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= −

+
 gives the period of each D[k] for N = 2n  

 
Table[p[5,k], {k,1,9}] ={5, 25, 155, 925, 5555, 33325, 199955, 1199725, 7198355, 43190125} 
 
Note:When dealing with dynamics it is necessary to use a global perspective. The values in the 
table above are the periods of either the blue or magenta D[k] for N = 10 as shown in the graphic 
below. The blue region is our default region. This blue-magenta decomposition is generic for 
even N since the prime period of an S[k] is N/gcd(N,k). Since N  and N/2 will always share the 
same web it is possible to study then together, but in terms of dynamics, shifting the origin from 
N to N/2 is far from trivial, so any difference equation for N may not apply to N/2. But assuming 
that N = 10 has global self-similarity, N = 5 and N = 10 must share equivalent geometric scaling 
and hence equivalent temporal scaling. We showed earlier using difference equations that the 
temporal scaling of N = 5 is 6 to match N = 10, but even in the 8k+2 family this is usually false. 
Note that the blue-magenta dichotomy divides the canonical second generation at S[1] and this 
makes the blue S[2] region self-contained and locally invariant – which is perfect for deriving a 
difference equation when the D[k] are locally self-similar as in the 8k + 2 family. 
 
Figure 26.4   The N = 10 showing the blue and magenta invariant regions defined by S[2]                          

 

In Part 1 we derived temporal scaling 
for N = 5 and N = 10 based on 
convergence at star[1] of N = 10 and 
star[1] of N = 5. It should be clear that 
for a general twice-odd family these two 
points should have very different 
geometry and dynamics, but here the 
convergence at star[1[ of N = 5 is 
mediated by a sequence of N-gons to 
match the star angle. 

 
Table[p[9,k], {k,1,8}] = {9, 81, 819, 8181, 81819, 818181, 8181819, 81818181}  
 
The ‘even’ D[k] periods for N = 18 are ‘rep’ numbers. 
 
 



Table[p[13,k], {k,1,8}] = {13, 169, 2379, 33293, 466115, 6525597, 91358371, 1279017181}  
 
Here with N = 26 the 13 S[2] still map to each other, but this is only true in a region close to S[2] 
and the DS[k] may map to both even and odd regions. For example the blue points shown below 
are in the ‘orbit’ of p = StarS2[[3]] +{.000000531,.0000001} while the magenta points are part 
of the orbit of q = StarS2[[10]]+{.01120730013,0} close to S[1]. They are all part of the inner 
invariant of N = 26 region which extends out to S[6]. On smaller scales this region will no doubt 
be subdivided into an infinite number of further invariant regions with a spectrum of scales, but 
the GenScale[13] scaling of the D[k] with 14 temporal scaling will be expected to play a 
fundamental role in this multi-fractal spectrum.  
 

 
The M[k] can be regarded as satellites of the D[k] so they will have the same scaling and relative 
growth rates of N/2+1, but the ratios will be high-low instead of low-high because they are one 
generation removed from the D[k]. Since the majority of the D[k] form in pairs, in the limit there 
will be 3 M[k] for each pair of D[k] and the periods of the M[k] will approach a 3/2  ratio with 
the periods of the D[k]. 

The ratios of D[k] periods will be p[n,k]/p[n,k-1] =  ( ) ( )
( ) ( )1 1

1 1

1 1

k k

k k

n

n+ − +

− − +

− − +
 . This is clearly an 

alternating ratio that starts with n and exceeds n+1 on the second iteration and then approaches 
n+1 with alternating low-high values. Since n = N/2 this is a strong argument for the validity of 
the 8k+2 Conjecture. 
 
It appears that all members of the 8k+2 family will share this N/2 +1 temporal scaling of the 
D[k] tiles converging to star[1] of S[2] and by reflective symmetry there will be an equivalent 
sequence of D[k] converging to star[1] on N – which we call GenStar[N]. These D[k] will 
always be scaled by GenScale[N/2], so the local fractal dimension will be Log[N+1] / 
Log[1/ GenScale[N/2]] which decreases with N down to ½ as the limit. 
 
Since all the mod-4 predicted DS[k] appear to be preserved, they should share the same temporal 
and geometric scaling as the D[k] and M[k]. Therefore this fractal dimension should apply to the 
entire generations converging to GenStar[N]. However it appears that in ‘most’ cases there is no 
global self-similarity of these generations. Here with N = 26 it is clear that the 3rd generation is 
quite different from the earlier generations and below we will see that the 4th generation is also 
distinct – but naturally has more in common with the 2nd then the 3rd.  
 
 
 



Figure 26.5  The 4th generation presided over by D[3] and M[3]. 

 
The Px tiles shown here are not just scaled versions of the Px from the 2nd or 3rd generations. Of 
course their heights are in the scaling field but the various Px polynomials have no obvious 
relationship with each other, while the Py local to M[3] are simply scaled versions of each other. 
 
Below is the right side of S[1] where the parameters of the original Py can be derived. Each 
star[k] point of S[1] defines a potential S[k], but the only one that exists here is S[2]. This tile is 
a clone of S[4] of D[1]. The virtual S[5] of M[1] is the same as S[10] of D[1] and it is the only 
tile that is a menber of both families.  
 
\Figure 26.6  The right-side geometry local to S[1] acting as M[1]. 

 
As shown here the missing green point of Py can be found using the displaced S[2]. This 
geometry appears to survive in future generations. Of course the M[k] scale along with the D[k], 
but they have high-low ratios instead of low-high, because the bulk of the M[k] are satellites of 
the D[k-1]. Here M[6] has period 6884150*13 and it has ratio 14.00008 with respect to M[5] 
 
Here S[11] is the N = 13 proxy but it is in another invariant region with very different dynamics.  
The Twice-Odd Lemma implies that S[11] will be a surrogate N = 13 but this applies only to the 
1st generation and makes no conjecture about M[1] being a surrogate 2nd generation N = 13 
because D[1] is not a clone of N.  It is true that hM[1]/hD[1] is identical to hM[0]/hN but the 
local geometry of M[0] (N = 13) may be very different from M[1] above. 
 
 



 N = 27 
 
N = 27 is the 3rd non-trivial member of the 8k+3 family along with N = 11 and N = 19. N = 27 
has complexity 9 and this matches the complexity of N = 19, so these two are in the same 8k+3 
family and also have the same algebraic complexity. This 8k+3 family has been a difficult one to 
characterize because the first predicted DS[k] is DS[7]. However in the 8k+3 family there does 
seem to be a propensity of conforming volunteers between predicted DS[k]. Both N = 19 and N 
=  27 have a D1 volunteer which could play the role of a surrogate M tile between S[1] and S[2]. 
When it exists, this M tile is the only tile shared by S[1] and S[2].  N = 27 does indeed have a D2 
volunteer between DS[15] and DS[7], and here may be a volunteer D3 in a manner similar to N  
19. As expected the volunteer Sk tiles of  S[1] occur primarily at the mod-4 star points and this 
includes the shared D3 at star[N-2] of S[1] = star[2] of S[2]. 
 
Figure 27.1 – The web of N = 27 showing the early web in magenta.

 
 
Figure 27.2  The web local to S[2] 

 
 
 



Figure 27.3  Detail of the web local to S[2] 
 

 
 
It seems that D3 is mutated in the form of a hexagon and this is consistent with it being the weave 
of two triangles. Typically the star[2] point of S[2] should support convergent sequences of 
conforming tiles. The D4 tile below might be in the First Family of D3 
 
 
Figure 27.4 Detail of the star[2] region of S[2] 
 

 
 
 
 
When N is odd the web geometry dictates that the ‘GenStar’ of S[1] is the penultimate star[N-2] 
and the ‘effective’ star points which survive the early web are always mod 4. Therefore star[1] of 
S[1] is effective in the 8k+3 and 8k+7 families. This does not appear to enhance the geometry 
local to S[1] because there is an large gap from star[1] to star[4]. There is more evidence of local 
structure when star[3] of S[1] is effective as in the 8k+1 and 8k+5 families. When N is even, the 
local web of S[1] is step-2 and the gaps are smaller. Since S[1] now shares its S[N/2-1] point 
with star[1] of S[2], star[1] of S[1] will always be effective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 27.5  The web local to S[1] 
 

 
 
Figure 27.6  Detail of the web local to S[1] 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 N = 28 
 
N = 28 has complexity 6 and is the 3rd member of the 8k+4 family. The Mutation Conjecture  
predicts that the for the twice-even N-gons, the S[k] tiles will be mutated iff gcd(N/2-k,N) > 2, 
so the 8k+ 4 family is the only family where S[2] tile is mutated. 
 
Because S[2] will have gcd(N/2-k,N) = 4, the web cycle will be step-4 and S[2] will consists of 
two regular N/4-gons with different edge lengths. Shown below are the blue and magenta regular 
heptagons for N = 24. The blue heptagon shares vertices with the underlying S[2] – which is 
shown here in cyan. The magenta vertices are extended outwards resulting in geometry very 
different from the blue vertices. 
 
Figure 28.1  The mutation of the S[2] tile. Such ‘star point’ mutations are always ‘canonical’ 
because their side length s0 will have s0/sN in the scaling field SN. 

                                  
For N = 28, S[2] will have web skips of k = N/2-k = 12 which is equivalent to a skip-2 
retrograde web and this implies 2 ‘missing’ star points and the Rule of 4. For the 8k+4 family 
this means there will be DS[4]s which are consistent with the mutation of S[2]. The magenta 
extended vertices will support these DS[4]s and the blue vertices will support volunteer Px tiles. 
The 8k+4 Conjecture says that the 8k+4 family will split into two mod-16 subfamilies, where N 
= 12 is the initial tile in one branch, followed by N = 28, N = 44 and N = 60 of the Introduction. 
The S[2] tiles in this branch will have Px tiles at the blue vertices and these will be ‘parent’ tiles 
of the DS[4]s. Here we will show that DS[4] is the S[11] tile of Px. The second branch of the 
8k+4 Conjecture is anchored by N = 20 and for these cases Px is a D tile relative to DS[4]. 
 
Figure 28.2  The level 10 web in magenta and limiting web in black showing DS[4] and 
volunteer Px tiles 
 

 



In terms of edge geometry N = 28 can be regarded as a ‘heptagon’ version of N = 12. Our 
convention for numbering the vertices of S[2] will be ccw starting with v1 at star[1] which is in 
both the mutated and un-mutated S[2]. These odd vertices will always be vertices of the 
underlying S[2] while the even vertices are extended outwards. This implies that the canonical 
DS[4]s will be roughly ‘vertex-tiles’ of  the large heptagons while the volunteer matching Px 
will be actual vertex tiles of the smaller blue heptagons. Therefore the local geometry of these Px 
tiles will determine what we call the 3rd generation at star[1] of S[2]. For N =12 ,the (rotated) 
S[3] tile of N was the Px, but that was a special case. Figure 28.5 below shows that the (rotated) 
S[4] tile of N appears to share a vertex with Px, but this is only an approximate alignment. Px is 
not in the First Family of S[4]. 
 
 Figure 28.3 Detail local to S[2] 

                      
 
Any S[k] tile of N can generate N because they share at least two star points, so DS[4] can be 
used to generate Px as follows: 
 
(i) The 8k+ 4 Conjecture predicts that DS[4] will be DS[3 + 8] of Px so it must share star[11] of 
Px. The local index is N/2-k, so this star[11] point of Px is star[3] of DS[4] (which is known.)  
 
(ii) Since DS[4] is assumed to be conforming to Px, it also shares its GenStar point with star[1] 
of Px. Therefore star[N/2-1] of DS[4] is star[1] of Px. 
 
(iii) Therefore hPx = d/(Tan[11π/28]-Tan[π/28] where d is the horizontal displacement of star[3] 
and star[13] of DS[4]. 
 
(iv) Once hPx is known any star point can be used to find its midpoint and center. For example 
using (right-side) star[1] of Px, MidPx = star[1] – {hPx⸱Tan[π/28],0} (Of course this yields a 
copy of Px which is embedded in S[2]. But this is a natural embedding and very useful.) 



Figure 28.4  The geometry of N = 28 allows for an alternative construction of Px. S[2] can be 
rotated by 2π/28 without affecting the local web, and this aligns the mutated S[2] (shown here in 
magenta) with the horizontal axis. The underlying S[2] is shown here in black. Note that the new 
star[7] and star[3] points can be used to define Px.  

                           
This shows that Px plays the role of a ‘vertex based’step-4 tile relative to both S[2] and the 
mutated 14-gon. This raises the issue of when mutated tiles have ‘natural’ families. For N = 12, it 
is clear that the mutated S[2] has a self-similar web which is locally equivalent to the N = 12 
web. This is clearly a special case, but there may be subtle relationships in general. 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPx/hN,GenScale],x]  gives 

  

2 3 4 5433 41903 39573 16255 3157 35
512 512 256 256 512 512

x x x x x
− + − + − +   

 
Figure 28.5 The First Family of Px in magenta showing S[2],S[4] and S[11] as survivors 

          
 
 



 N = 29 
 
N = 29 is the only N-gon with complexity 14. It is a member of the 8k+5 family so the Edge 
Conjecture predicts S[1] will be at DS[25] and the rest of the Rule of 8 predictions are DS[17], 
DS[9] and DS[1]. Since these are star[2] families DS[1] will be in the step-2 position  at a vertex 
of S[2], and  this is what we call a D[2] or second generation S[2]. This nomenclature is more 
meaningful if there is a matching M[2] on the edges of S[2], and this is true for N = 5, the 
boundary case of this family. For N = 5, S[2] is D so S[2] and S[1] are an M-D pair which make 
up the ‘second-generation’, and this pairing continues because D is 8k+ 2. This M[2] does not 
exist for N = 29, so it is an open question as to whether this second generation S[2] can foster an 
extended family on its own. 
 
Figure 29.1   The early web in magenta showing a Rule of 8 family 

 
 
 
Figure 29.2  Detail of S[2] 

 
 
 
Figure 29.3  Expanded view of the DS[1] region showing a local step-2 web that is very similar 
to N = 21 above. 

 
There is no doubt that this region local to DS[1] will foster extended families. The two 
prominent ‘volunteers’ shown here are clearly not D tiles relative to DS[1], but they are still tiles 
in the step-2 local family of DS[1] and as such they foster their own families.  
 



 N = 30 
 
N = 30 has quartic complexity and is a member of the 8k+6 dynamical family along with N = 14 
and N = 22. The quartic family consists of N = 15, 16, 20, 24 and 30 and there may be an 
algebraic connection between these members which is more subtle that the quadratic or cubic 
cases. The closest connection is between N = 30 and the embedded N = 15 because they share 
equivalent cyclotomic fields. As  a member of the 8k+7 family, N = 15 has a predicted DS[3] 
which generates matching DS[1]s and we will see here that N = 30 has a volunteer DS[3] with 
matching DS[1]s and also DS[2]s.  
 
Below is an overview of the First Family showing blue mutations on both sides of the family. 
Our interest here is primarily the DS[3], DS[5] and  DS[9] mutations of N = 30. The revised 
Mutation Conjecture from Section 2 of Part 1, says that these mutations should be shared by the 
next generation DS[k] of S[2]. 
 
Figure 30.1  The shared First Family of N = 30 and N = 15 

 
By convention we will use the right-side copy of N = 30 as our default N. The Edge Conjecture 
predicts a step-4 count-down from S[1] at DS[N/2-2] so there should be a DS[9], DS[5] and 
DS[1]. Since these DS[k] inherit the same k = N/2-k as the First Family of N, there will be 
matching mutations in DS[3], DS[5] and DS[9]. Any volunteer DS[k] will have the same k, so 
DS[3] will also be mutated. All these DS[k] have k odd so they will be N/2-gons and the 
mutation condition is gcd(N/2,k) > 1, so the volunteer DS[4] is not mutated 
 
Figure 30.2  The web local to S[2] has as abundance of volunteers. There is semi-invariant 
region on the edges of S[2] that appears to be anchored by the DS[5]s. This step-3 region could 
be attributed  to the strong step-3 resonance, but N = 54 has a triple step-3 resonance and shows 
no signs of a similar region.  
 
 

 
 
The graphic below shows the invariant region with their unique geometry. 
 



Figure 30.3  The step-3 invariant region on the edges of S[2] 
  

 
 
These invariant regions are replicated throughout the geometry local to S[2]. DS[5] and the 
DS[4]s are outside the main region but together they define a secondary step-5 region which 
extends all the way to star[1] of S[2]. The fact that N = 30 has both step-3 and step-5 resonances 
may be a factor in this web development. As indicated above the next N-gon in the 8k+6 family 
with a step-3 resonance is N = 54 and this had no obvious invariant region. Multiple factors 
worth trying are 150, or 126 with 21 or 198 with 33. If nothing show up there, N = 30 may be 
quite unique and the quartic nature may be a factor. In investigations by Lowenstein and Vivaldi 
such as [LV1] the authors found that quartic geometry was topologically not ‘well-behaved’. 
 
Figure 30.4  Detail of the S[2] edge showing the shared-vertex mutations in DS[3] and DS[5] 

 
DS[5] and DS[9] have 15/gcd(15,k) = 3 and 5 respectively so they will be weave of triangles 
and pentagons. These are consistent with the mutations of the First Family tiles. DS[3] will have 
a ‘pentagon’ mutation to match DS[9] because 15/gcd(15,12) = 5, but the volunteer DS[3] shown 
here is rotated by 2Pi/30 relative to the First Family DS[3], so it is also rotated relative to DS[9]. 
The remaining geometry of the invariant region is complex and unique. It does share some 
features with the DS[5]-DS[7] mutation for N = 15, but the big difference is the DS[2]s which do 
not exist for N = 15. Along with the matching DS[1]s, they impart a geometry that has more 
coherence than anything observed with the S[2] of N = 15.  



N = 31  
 
N = 31 and the matching N = 62  are the unique N-gons with complexity 15. N = 31 is in the 
8k+7 family so the Edge Conjecture  implies that there will be a DS[3] and matching DS[1]s 
which are S[N-3] of DS[3]. Since N is odd, these DS[1]s will 2N-gons so they can play the role 
of an S[2][2] which we call a D[2]. In the 8k+7 family DS[3] and DS[1] appear to have step-6 
and step-2 webs respectively and these webs  have the potential to support extended family in a 
manner similar to N = 23. 
 
Figure 31.1  The early web in magenta 

 
 
Figure 31.2  The geometry local to S[2] showing a ‘volunteer’ DS[1]  2N-gon which is the S[28] 
in the First Family of DS[3]. This geometry is very similar to N = 23 earlier. 

 
Figure 31.3 The geometry local to DS[1] shows that the web is step-2. 

 
On the left side, DS[1] must be conforming to star[2] of S[2], so DS[1[ shares its star[N-2] point 
with star[2] of S[2] and this implies that left-side star[1] is effective. There is a one-step offset 
between right and left side, so the right-side is step-2. This appears to be a good omen for local 
families to form and there might be multiple survivors from S[1] to S[6]. 
 
 



DS[3] shown below appears to have a step-6 web but with a propensity for ‘splitting’. Star[2] 
acts as a effective star point so early tiles like S[1] and S[2] may survive along with S[4], S[6] 
and S[10] 
 
Figure 31.4 The geometry local to DS[3]

 
 Figure 31.3  The step-4 web local to S[1] supports an S[4] tile – which is congruent to DS[1]. 
 

 
 
Figure 31.4  For N-odd, S[1] and S[3] share their star[2] points while S[2] and S[4] share star[3]. 
 

 
Clearly S[3] has a strong influence on the early web between S[1] and S[2] and the geometry. 
  
 
 



N = 32 
 
N =32 is the 4th member of the 8k family. It has complexity 8 along with N = 17. As expected the 
First Family will have mutations in S[4] and S[8], but not M at S[14] or S[2] because the 
mutation criteria for the twice-even family is gcd[N/2-k,N] >2.  
 
The twice-even family is poorly understood but we know that the local web at M may be very 
different from the web of N itself, even though they are both N-gons. S[14] will evolve in the -
web at step k= N/2-k = 2, so the GFFT says that its right-side family will also be step-2. In the 
truncated version shown below this yields just S[2] and S[4] on the right and S[2],S[4] and S[6] 
in the left. We call this the ‘short-family’ of S[14].  
 
In [H2] we discuss the Digital Filter (Df) map and show how the web local to a tile like M at 
S[14] can be obtained using a step-7 web. This ‘maximal’ step-7 Df web can be useful because it 
reproduces the local dynamics of the S[14] tile in a very efficient fashion. Since the ‘twist’ is  ρ = 
7/32 , the Df map θ value is 2π(7/32) = 7π/16 and the corresponding Df web is shown below. 
 
Fig 32.1  The Digital Filter map with a step-7 increment yields the following local web of S[14] 
 

                              
 
This Df web is identical to the -web and since the mapping here is very efficient, it is easy to 
probe the edge geometry of S[14] and this is done below. Since S[14] is step-2, the local family 
does not include an S[1] and there is no sign of First Family members for this S[2] of S[14]. 
Since S[14] does not have step-1 rotational symmetry there are multiple edge geometries. 
 
Fig.32,2. The web local to the S[2] tile of S[14] 
 

 
 
 
 



Returning to the traditional 8k family on the edges of N, the Edge Conjecture predicts that there 
will be DS[6], DS[10] and DS[14] to go along with DS[2]. The Twice-even S[1] Conjecture says 
that since S[1] is step-2, it may support ‘step-2’ families where each Skx tile is a D tile relative to 
Sk in a manner similar to N-odd. The S3x tile in this family may be real or virtual but it will 
always be an S[2] of DS[3]. In the plot below is clear that S3x does exist. 
 
Figure 32.3 The early web of N = 32 showing the expected Rule of 4 structure 

 
When N is even, the DS[k] are simply S[k] in the First Family of S[2], so their parameters are 
known. Because the reference is S[1] at S[N/2-2], these predicted DS[k] will always have k even, 
but this does not exclude odd k as volunteers. The 8k family will always have a DS[2] which is a 
normal ‘next generation’ S[2],  so it can act as a D[2] and possibly foster extended generations. 
This is clearly true for N = 8 and N = 16 but for N = 24, DS[2] is highly mutated an not a 
promising seed for further generations.  
 
The critical issue for the 8k family is the nature of the local web of D[2]. We will examine this is 
in  detail below. Except for mutations in the N = 24 family, this D[2] web appears to have a 
promising step-4 evolution with support for family structure. Any vertex based tile of S[2] would 
be expected to have a web with opposite polarity and DS[2] clearly has a cw web. In a traditional 
twice-even family the S[2] would be step k = N/2-k = 14 and this corresponds to the initial 
star[14] below. Relative to an initial horizontal interval this would be step-4 cw as shown here. 
Because gcd[14,32] is just 2, there will be no mutations, but iteration will only yield even edges 
of DS[2]. This is no problem with the global web because the missing edges will arise from the 
matching right-side DS[2] . This web has the some 1-step partitions in a manner similar to S[2]. 
 
 Figure 32.4 The early web of DS[2] 
 

 



These same local web issues arise with DS[6] and DS[10] as shown below.  
 
Figure 32.4 The early web of DS[2], DS[6] and DS[10] 
 

 
 
For DS[6], k = N/2-k = 10 and gcd[32,10] is still 2 so only even edges will arise in a step-5 cw 
fashion. For DS[10], k = 6 and once again only even edges will be generated by local iteration. 
 
For S[2] itself k = 18, but this is equivalent to a retrograde (18 – (N/2-1) = 3 and when combined 
with the S[1] web these 3 steps become an effective step-4. Since DS[2[ has no matching S[1] 
tile, it must inherit this structure from S[2] and this is promising because there is a possibility 
that these hybrid webs will be passed onto future generations.  
 
The local web of S[1] is easier to track because it is largely independent of S[2]. Typically these 
step-2 webs are not very fruitful in terms of First Family survivors but the Twice-even S[1] 
Conjecture points out that such webs can support ‘step-2’ families in the form of Skx tiles which 
are D tiles relative to the matching S[k]. As in the N-odd case this arises because the Skx are 
conforming to star[2] of S[1] instead of star[1] for normal S[k].. As shown in Figure 32.3 above, 
the S3x tile of S[1] is identical to the S[2] tille of S[3]. This appears to be the case for all 
members of the twice-even family – even whenS3x is virtual. 
 
Figure 32.5 The web local to S[1] is step-2 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



N = 33 
 
N = 33 has algebraic complexity 10 along with N = 25, 42, 50 and 66. It is the  4th member of the 
8k+1 family so it has a DS[5] and a volunteer DS[2] as predicted by the 8k+1 Conjecture. N = 33 
forms a pairing with N = 25 as they share algebraic complexity and edge family. This is the first 
member of the 8k+1 family to have a DS[21] and is no surprise that it is mutated as shown in the 
detail below. For N-odd S[2] is a 2N-gon and the DS[k] would be expected to have k = 2N/2-k 
symmetry, so k = 33-21 = 12. Therefore 66/gcd(12,66) = 66/6 = 11. Therefore DS[21] will be 
mutated into the weave of two regular 11-gons into an equilateral 22-gon. See Figure 33.6 
 
Figure 33.1  The S1`[1]- S[2] web showing the early level-15 web in magenta 

 
 
The case of N = 39 will be used to showcase the general issue of symmetry for the DS[k] when 
N is odd. In particular Figure 39.2 which shows how the symmetry of the DS[k] filters down 
from the step-4 symmetry of  S[1] and the step-4 symmetry of S[2] – which here is anchored by 
DS[5]. This explains why we can rely on the expected k = 2N/2-k . 
  
Figure 33.2  Web detail showing three DS[k] predicted by the Rule of 8, along with DS[2] 

 
Each of these DS[k] spans 3 star points of S[2], but is easy to construct them since they are  
strongly conforming to star[2] of S[2]. For example DS[13] shares stars 13 and 2 with  S[2], so 
hDS[13] = d/(Tan[(33-2)*Pi/66]-Tan[(33-13)*Pi/66]) where d is the corresponding displacement 
of star[2] and star[13]. We will look more closely at all the DS[k[ below but first DS[2]. 
 
Figure 33.3 – The region local to DS[2] and the ‘wild’ step-10 DS[5]  

 



The volunteer DS[2] always seems to have a step-4 web so star[3] is effective and there are First 
Family survivors such as S[1], S[2], S[4] and S[7] in a manner similar to N =25 and N = 17 
 
All of the DS[k] and volunteers will have web orientation reversed from S[2] so these webs will 
be cw like the first generation. We will look here at the early web development of these DS[k] to 
see whether their evolution is consistent with k = N –k.  Compared with N = 30, this should be a 
14+14 = 28 symmetry and 32-28 is indeed 5. DS[13] matches up with 10+10 = 20 and 33-20 = 
13  with no mutation, but DS[21] has 33-21 = 12 with gcd = 3 and does indeed have the expected 
N = 11 mutation 
 
 
Figure 33.4  The local magenta webs of the DS[k] 

 
 
The case of N = 13 is shown below. The local web is clearly step-6, and since star[20] appears to 
be effective, the smallest effective star point is star[2]. This is often a positive indicator for First 
Family tiles and here DS[13] appears to have survivors including S[1], S[3] and S[4]   Unlike 
S[1], these webs will not have reflective symmetry with respect to the horizontal axis since there 
will be a rotational offset between left and right-side.  
 
Figure 33.5   The web geometry local to DS[13] 

  
(The faint doubling of effective star points like star[20] is reminiscent of the S[1]-S[2] web.) 
The case of DS[21] below is complicated by the mutation, but it is clear that the underlying 
DS[21] has step-6 symmetry like DS[13] and in a sense this drives the mutation. The Mutation 
Conjecture of [H5] gives criteria for mutation of S[k] tiles of N, but clearly these same criteria 
apply to the DS[k] as we have seen for N = 15 and N = 30 . For N odd, mutations of the 2N-gon 
DS[k] should occur when N/gcd(N,k) > 1 and the two constituents are both of the of the form 
N/gcd(N,k)  but with different initial points and different radii. One initial point is a star[1] point 



of DS[k] and the other is opposite-side star[k-1] where k is the local steps of the web. The 
reason for the ‘-1’ is that the steps between the star points always includes an edge of DS[k]. 
 
Figure 33.6   The mutation of DS[21] 

 
The detail below supports the contention that DS[21] has step-6 symmetry. 
 
Figure 33.7   Detail of DS[21] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 N = 34  
 
N = 34 has complexity 8 along with the matching N = 17.  N= 34 is in the 8k+2 family so S[2]  
has a DS[3] and the 8k+2 Conjecture predicts that there will be sequences of D[k] and M[k] tiles 
converging to star[1] of S[2] with temporal scaling 18. 
 
Figure 34.1 – The 2nd generation showing the step-4 DS[k] of S[2] and their lines of symmetry 

 
 
Figure 34.2 – Enlargement of the region local to S[2] 

 
 
In Part 1 we derived difference equations for the D[k] and M[k] that should apply to all members 
of the 8k+2 family. The D[k] equation is very simple and is based on the fact that ‘most’ of the 
predicted  D[k] on the edges of D[k-1] come in pairs anchored by S[3]’s and the one ‘outlier is 
an isolated D[k] with no matching S[3] as shown above. This is repeated recursively. 
 
 



Initially there will always be n = N/2 D[2] circling D[1] as shown above. Since the period of 
D[1] is always n, the next generation will have n2 D[3]s along with their outliers which will be  
(n +1)n, so for N = 34 there will be 172 + 18*17 D[3]s and the difference equation is : 

Pk = nPk-1 + (n+1)Pk-2 where n = N/2 and P1 = n and P2 = n2 
Solving this equation allows us to compute the period Pk of any D[k] for N = 2n 

The solution is 
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Table[p[17,k], {k,1,8}] ={17, 289, 5219, 93925, 1690667, 30431989, 547775819, 9859964725} 
 
We have verified the first 7 of these. The equation for the M[k] is the same except for the initial 
conditions: which are pp[1] =period of M[1] = n and pp[2] =period of M[2] = n(3(n-1)/2 + 2. 

The solution is [ ]
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Table[pp[17,k] = {17, 442, 7820, 140896, 2535992, 45647992, 821663720, 14789947096} 
 
We have also verified most of these and we give some details here. It is easy to construct both 
the D[k] and M[k] converging to star[1] of S[2] because their scaling is known. Here we show 
how to construct the matching M[k] sequence at star[1] of N, which is also called GenStar[17]. 
The First Family Theorem gives cS[1] and this can be used to find the centers of all the 
remaining M[k] because they scale in height by GenScale[17] relative to M[1], so if M[1] has 
coordinates {x1,y1} relative to star[1] of N as the origin then in absolute coordinates cM[k] 
={xk,yk} where xk = x1GenScale[17]k-1- sN/2 and yk =mxkGenScale[17]k-1 -1 and m is the slope 
of the ‘line of centers’ joining cS[1] to GenStar[1]. 
 
Figure 34.3  The Periods of the M[k] converging to star[1] of N which is also GenStar[17]

 
Here we are using the rotated S[2] as the surrogate D[1]. By Lemma 4.1 of [H5] the S[k] will  
have prime period N/gcd(k,N), so S[2] here has period 17. This implies that the S[2] tiles 
‘decompose’ into two invariant cycles. This rotated S[2] is in a different grouping as the 
canonical S[2] but that is irrelevant. Of course S[1] always has period N. In the graphic above, it 



is clear that the local period of the blue M[2] is 26  so the overall period is 26*17 = 13*34. There 
are two possible ratios for the periods of cM[2]/cM[1] – either 13 or 26 depending on whether 
the  period of S[1] is regarded as 34 or just 17 when restricted to just the local group. We will 
choose the latter since we will be working inside the S[2] group. 
 
In the graphic above it is clear that most of the magenta M[3]s form the familiar groups of 26 
around the D[2]s just like copies of D[1], This gives a total of 26*172 M[3]s, but there is also a 
very small ‘outlier’ at  a GenStar of each of D[2] with the isolated case at bottom having 2 
outliers. This gives the period of cM[3] as 26*172 + 18*17 = 7820 and ratio 7820/442  17.692. 
A typical D[2] is shown below with geometry very similar to D[1]. This explains why the D[2] 
above all had 26 M-3]s and the outlier is the M[3] off the screen at the left at GenStar of D[2]. 
 
Figure 34.3  The D[2] region showing the 3rd generation which is not self-similar to the 2nd but 
the DS[k] are preserved as predicted by the revised 8k+2 Conjecture. 

 
The local geometry of D[2] is remarkably similar to S[2] acting as D[1] so the count of D[3] and 
M[3] appears to the same even though this web is certainly cw. 
 
Figure 34.4  Enlargement of the D[2] region showing the 4th generation which is not self-similar 
to either the 2nd or 3rd generations 
 

 
The revised 8k+2 Conjecture predicts that in general the even and odd generations will have 
similarities, but there will be no perfect self- similarity. This appears to be the case for N = 34. 
Even at the coarse scale of the plots above, it is clear that the 3rd generation is very different from 
the 1st or 2nd. This region is shown below. 
 
Resolving the 4th generation took a few days of round-the clock calculations, but it slowly 
became clear that it was different from either the 2nd of 3rd generations. 
 



N = 35 
 
N = 35 has algebraic complexity12 along with N = 39 and 45. It is the 4th non-trivial member of 
the 8k+3 family preceded by N = 27,19 and 11. It appears that this family often has volunteers 
between pairs of DS[k]. In the web plot below the volunteers are labeled Dk but note there is no 
conforming volunteer between DS[7] and DS[15], and it is not clear if this is an isolated 
exception. The sample space is small but there are no exceptions with N = 43. 
 
Figure 35.1  - The -web of N = 35 showing volunteers D1,D2 and D3.

 
 
In the enlargement below it is clear that DS[7] and DS[15] (and the volunteer D3) are mutated.  
For DS[7], our predicted  k = N-7 = 28 and 70/gcd(28,70) = 70/14 = 5. For DS[15], N-15 = 20 
 
The underlying tiles for the DS[k] are known so they are shown in cyan. We do not know the 
parameters of the volunteers. Since star[2] of S[2] (a.k.a. StarS2[2]) is the penultimate star point 
of S[1] and an effective star point, we expect that there will be a limiting tile structure there but 
this region is difficult to resolve. There may be a small D4 here to the left of virtual S[2] of S[2]. 
 
Figure 35.2  - The region local to S[2]

 
 



Below is the web local to S[1] showing the step-4 effective star points which include star[1]. 
This typically yields step-4 tile structure that does not include an S[1] or S[2] tile of S[1]. 
 
 
Figure 35.2  - The web local to S[1] 

 
 
The ‘volunteer’ edge extensions in black are non-canonical. In general they are 2-steps removed 
from the ideal edges extensions in blue. Tiles Sx and Sy are volunteers and it appears that there 
are similar volunteers at each step-4 star point. In particular it seems that Sx has an extended 
family structure so we will study it below. Sy above is a mutated heptagon which should not be 
surprising since N is divisible by 7. Sx is surrounded by three mutated heptagons which are not 
visible here. 
 
Figure 35.3 –Detail of Sx 
 

 
Because Sx shares star[17] with S[1] and the S[16] tile of S[1], hSx = d/Tan[17π/70] where d is 
the displacement of the Midpoint from star[17]. Normally another star point would be needed to 
find the Midpoint, but here star[1] of S[16] appears to have the same horizontal coordinate as the 
Midpoint of Sx.  
 
 



N = 36 
 
N = 36 has complexity 6 and is the 4th  member of the 8k+4 family but just the second member 
of the N = 20 subfamily. The 8k+4 Conjecture predicts that N = 36 will have dynamics similar to 
N = 20, so the DS[4]s can be expected to have ‘parent’ Px tiles which are congruent to D tiles in 
the First Family of DS[4].  However these Px tiles will have local dynamics which are quite 
different from the DS[4]s. Therefore the First Family of the DS[4]s is not a ‘normal’ N-even 
family which would have reflective symmetry between N and D. Local to DS[4] there are no 
surviving family members but Px has family members which survive, in the same fashion as N = 
20. There appear to be more survivors here than in the case of N = 20 and they appear to be  
step-4 rather than step-2 as in with N = 20.  
 
Figure 36.1 The early web in magenta 

 
 
Figure 36.2 The magenta First Family of DS[4] defines the Px tiles 

 
 
Figure 36.3 Detail of the 3rd generation 

 
This is still the early web and there is no guarantee that these magenta S[k] will be survivors, For 
N = 20, the S[4] of Px had an promising web, and here it is S[8] that looks interesting  



N = 37 
 
N = 37 has complexity18 and is a member of the 8k+5 family, so there will be a DS[1] at the end 
of the Rule of 8 chain, which begins with S[1] at S[N-4] = S[33]. The S[1] and S[2] tiles here are 
74-gons which have their counterparts at D – which is 8k + 2. Since D has a relatively ‘well-
behaved’ edge structure, the issue is whether this influences the family structure of S[1] and S[2]  
which are displaced members of this family. In particular we are interested in the local geometry 
of DS[1] . In the modified ‘star[2] family’ of S[2] this DS[1] is the D tile relative to the virtual 
S[1] of S[2], so it is a valid D[2] and the only tile that can exist in both the ‘normal’ and ‘star[2]’ 
families of S[2]. 
 
Figure 37.1  The level-12 web in magenta and limiting web I black showing the step-4 and step-
8 symmetry of S[1] and S[2] 
 

 
 
To get detail of the DS[1] region below we will appeal to the Dc map – which is only reliable 
above the horizontal axis. In Dc space, star[2] of S[1] is at {-1,0} so we need to scan regions 
close to -2. A typical scan region is  
 
H0=Table[x,{x,-1.98,-1.971,.0000202}]; which has just 446 points. These points will be iterated 
to 75,000 iterations each with Dc, and then converted back to normal space with   
 
Tz[x_]:=(TranslationTransform[-cM][x])/hM; where  rM=RadiusFromSide[1,37]; 
hM=HeightFromRadius[rM,37];cM={1/2,hM} 
 
Figure 37.2   The web local to DS[1] showing the expected step-2 local web. 

 
 



N = 38 
 
N = 38 has complexity 9 along with the matching N = 19. It is in the 8k+6 family along with N = 
14, 22 and 30, so it has a DS[1] which has promise for extended family structure. This DS[1] is 
the S[1] tile of S[2] so it is an N/2-gon just like S[1] – and they both seem to have step-1 webs. 
 
The 8k+6 family interfaces with two embedded odd families: 8k +3 and 8k+7 and these are very 
different families, so the natural question is whether the 8k+6 family has an underlying mod-16 
structure to distinguish these cases. We will explore this possibility here by comparing N = 38 
with embedded N = 19 and N = 46 with embedded N = 23. These two embedded N/2-gons have 
very different dynamics and the question is how this affects the geometry local to DS[1]. N = 19 
has a minimal second generation structure with just a DS[7] while N = 23 is in the 8k+7 family 
with a DS[3] and more promising extended tile structure at S[2]. 
 
Figure 38.1  The S[1]-S[2] combined web 

 
 
Figure 38.2  The web local to S[2] showing a volunteer Mx which is  very similar to the Dx 
volunteer of N = 30 

 
 



The Mx at the foot of S[2] shares the star[2] point of S[2] with the right-side star[1] of DS[1] but  
DS[1] is not in The First Family of Mx and their relationship seems to be coincidental except 
that the height of Mx appears to be hDS[9] + hDS[1]. This is the first known example of such a 
relationship . If it is valid there should be other examples which will appear. 
 
Figure 38.3 The DS[5] region 

 
 
Figure 38.4   DS[1] is the S[1] tile of S[2] so it is an N/2-gon with a step-1 web in a manner 
similar to the S[1] of N. 

 
 
 
Figure 38.5   The geometry local to DS[13]  
 

          
 



N = 39 
 
N= 39 has complexity 12 and is in the 8k+7 family so there will be a DS[3] and the 8k+7 
Conjecture makes a number of predictions about the geometry of DS[3] and the remaining 
DS[k]. Here we illustrate the symmetry behind the assertion that for N-odd the DS[k] inherit the 
k = 2N/2-k step webs of S[2] acting as the 2N-parent.  
 
Figure 39.1  The level-17 web in magenta 

 
 
Figure 39.2  The symmetry of the DS[k] filters down from the step-4 symmetry of  S[1] and the 
matching step-4 symmetry of S[2] – anchored by DS[3]. 
 

 
 

 



The Mutation Conjecture of [H5] was revised in Part 1 to apply to future generations. Because 
S[2] is a 2N-gon, the step sequences of the DS[k] will be k =  2N/2 – k = N-k, Therefore DS[3] 
and DS[27] will have k = 36 and 12 respectively so both have 2N/gcd(k,2N) = 78/6  = 13. This 
will imply that these two have identical mutations as the weave of two regular 13-gons as shown 
in Figure 39.3 below.  
 
Figure 39.3  DS[3] and DS[27] are shown here not to scale. They have the same mutation 
consisting of the weave of  a blue regular 13-gon based on star[5] of the underlying DS[k] (in  
cyan) and a magenta regular 13-gon based on opposite-side star[1] of the underlying DS[k]. 
 

 
These mutations are largely invisible in the earlier plots above. As N grows the difference 
between the underlying DS[k] and the mutation can be difficult to spot. It was easier to see the 
mutations for N = 21 and N = 33. In general the odd cases will be more difficult to detect  
because the DS[k] are 2N-gons.  
 
The ‘base’ of these mutations must span 6 star points since gcd(N,k) = 6. Trial and error would 
find the correct star points, but one of these star points should be the minimum of  N-2-jk which 
here is 1 for both DS[3] and DS[27]. This means that both mutations will be identical and span 
star[1] to star[5] as shown above. 
 
For any DS[k], the symmetry diagrams should be consistent with the k steps. Since Mod[2N,N-
3] is always 6 for N odd, the underlying S[3] will have step-6 symmetry and DS[27] will share 
this symmetry . DS[19] with k = 20 would have limiting symmetry 10 
 
For DS[19], k = 20 with gcd 2 so no mutation is expected and this is also true for DS[11] with k 
= 28. Because the webs are recursive the limiting symmetry of each DS[k] should be based on 
Mod[2N,k]. This gives step-2, step-4 limiting webs for DS[1], DS[2] and for N > 9, step-6 webs 
for DS[3]. These predictions about limiting web structure using Mod[2N,k] seem accurate for 
DS[k] in the vicinity of S[2], but for larger k values the symmetry issue may be more complex 
as the right and left sides webs interact. For DS[11] with k = 28, Mod[2N,k] = 22 but there 
appears to be a secondary step-12 symmetry corresponding to Mod[2N,22] = 12. DS[19] appears 
to have a prominent step-20 symmetry with step-10 secondary but Mod[2N,20] = 18 so there is 



also a retrograde right-side secondary symmetry. Below is the step-2 web of DS[1] and the 
matching step-6 web of DS[3] 
 
Figure 39.4 

 
 
Figure 39.5 The step-2 cw web local to DS[1] appears to be generic for all N 
 

 
Since DS[1] is conforming to star[2] of S[2], the effective star points count down from star[N-2] 
of DS[1]. Therefore (left-side) star[1] is effective and there is a one-step difference between left-
side and right-side, so star[2] should be effective on the right-side.  On both sides there is a 
promise of surviving S[1] and S]2] tiles as in the case of N = 23. 
 
In the 1st generation of N = 39, the First Family of S[3] includes S[1] and here the First Family of 
DS[3] includes DS[1] as S[36]. By symmetry this is true for both sides of DS[3], so this cluster 
spans 4 edges of S[2] – starting from star[1] of S[2]. The vertices of S[2] are shown in blue and 
the star points of S[2] are also in blue. Star[3] of S[2] will always match star[N-3] of DS[3]  and 
this determines how DS[3] evolves in the web local to S[2].  
 
As noted above the limiting web of DS[3] should be step-6. Since the right-side virtual DS[1] is 
also S[N-3], the effective star points will count down from star[N-3] of DS[3] and the last 
effective star point will be star[6]. This seems to imply that in general the star[5] point shared 
with S[2] is not effective.  
 
For both DS[1] and DS[3] it is very likely that some of the early S[k] tiles survive, but as N 
grows it becomes very difficult to resolve 4th generation detail. The coarse images shown here 
took 4 days of round-the clock iterations on a vintage Zenon processor that Mathematica allowed 
us to use without the need or another license. 



N = 40 
 
N= 40 has complexity 8 along with 32 and 48 – all of which are in the 8k family. This family  
has a DS[2] which can serve as a traditional D[2], but there are only matching M[k] for N = 16 
and this seems to be sufficient to guarantees future generations. For N = 32 and N = 40 there is 
again no sign of an M[2] with little hope of an M[3]. However the DS[2] tile of N = 40 has a 
step-4 web and generates an S[17] which is just one step away from M[2] at S[18]. But this is 
really an S[17] in the First Family of D – which is virtual here. It is not unusual for virtual D ties 
to generate extended families and that appears to be the case here. 
 
Figure 40.1  The blue lines linking  centers and star points are lines of symmetry 

 
 
Here the DS[k] are simply the S[k] in the First Family of S[2] and the Rule of 4 says that existing 
DS[k] will occur mod-4 counting down from DS[N/2-4]. There is a strong resemblance here with 
the N-odd case because the DS[k] there only occur for k-odd and the Rule of 8 reduces to a Rule 
of 4 for odd DS[k]. See Figure 43.2. The real surprise is that these lines of symmetry reveal 
similar next-generation geometry across the whole spectrum of N-even and N-odd. Compare this 
geometry with N = 39 above and N = 45 to follow. 
 
 Of course N = 40 is rife with mutations and there is no doubt that they play a role in geometry. 
The  graphic above does not show the large S[4] that shares its star[3] point with S[2]. Of course 
S[4] is mutated along with the neighboring S[5] and the resulting geometry will be described in 
Figure 40.3. 
 
The basic formula for the web steps of the DS[k] is the same as the  First Generation, namely k = 
N/2-k. These same values can be read directly from the symmetry diagram, so S[1] at DS[18] is 
step 2 and likewise DS[14] will be step 6. Since gcd(6,40) = 2 it will not be mutated but DS[10] 
will consist of two squares since N/gcd(40,10) = 4. This is a canonical mutation with base 
spanning 10 star points – from left-side star[9] to right-side star[1]. DS[6] has gcd(14,40) = 2 and 
DS[2] has gcd(18,40) = 2 so they are not mutated. As shown in the enlargements below DS[2] 
actually has a step-4 web  and this is compatible with the step-2 prediction. 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 40.2. This is just a tiny fragment of the unique geometry. 
 

 
 
Figure 40.2. S[4] and S[5] illustrate the complementary 5 by 8 symmetry of the First Family 
 

 
 
For S[4] with k = 16, 40/gcd(16,40) = 40/8 = 5 so the mutation consist of two pentagons as 
shown here, and the base spans star[5] to star[3] . Like a good neighbor S[5] generates octagonal 
symmetry with k = 15 and 40/(gcd(15,40) = 8. The ‘waves’ shown here around S[5] often occur 
with almost vertical edges. The S[5] and S[4] ‘towers’ ending in S[1] and S[2] are no doubt 
strongly influenced by the mutations. To add to the mix, N = 40 has algebraic complexity 8. 
 
These are Dc maps, but this map is only faithful to the -map above the x-axis, so a simple work-
around to include the region below the x-axis, is to use a large crop area that includes a -2Pi 
rotation about the origin. Then just rotate back and crop again.  
 
 



 
Figure 40.2  Detail of the step-4 DS[2] geometry  

 
DS[2] has a virtual clone at S[19] which is the blue D tile shown on the left here. This D tile has 
a natural embedding at star[1] of S[2] and it has a DS[17] which survives the web and appears to 
generate its own step-4 web. The step-4 web of DS[2] has star[2] effective on the right but this 
implies that star[1] is effective on the left. Right side survivors appear to be S[1], S[2], S[4] and 
left has S[1] and S[3]. 
 
Figure 40.3 Detail of DS]2] showing the First Family – which may include S[16] 

 
For all N, it appears that DS[1] and DS[2] will have step-2 and step-4 webs so for N-even any 
existing DS[1] would match up in a self-similar fashion with S[1] (and both of these will be 
‘mutated’ into N/2 gons for N twice-odd, so the step-2 webs will essentially be step-1.) For N-
odd DS[2] should have a self-similar relationship with S[1] but there are no predicted even 
DS[k]. The 8k family has an ‘outreach’ tile at S[N/2-3] of the D tile DS[2]. As shown above this 
S[17] has its own step-4 web and it is likely that it has some First Family survivors.  
 
The twice-even family is the only one where S[1] has a true step-2 web and the Twice-Even S[1] 
Conjecture describes the possible ‘step-2’ families that could arise. Except for S[2] itself, there 
are no step-2 candidates here, but the large S[3] below always share its S[2] tile with a virtual 
S3x of S[1] - which has a scale[2] (D) relationship with S[3] of S[1]. This is a common feature in 
the 8k family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 40.4  The S[1] region appears to be devoid of First Family survivors 
 

 
Typically these step-2 webs have little to offer in the way of surviving First Family members. 
Here there is a surviving S[2]-like tile which is smaller than the actual S[2] of S[1]. There is also  
a modified S[12] which is smaller than a traditional step-2 ,S12x. It appears that this Sx shares 
the star[13] point of S[1] with the (known) S[12] in the First Family as shown below. This allows 
us to find its parameters using the Two-Star Lemma. Back in the First Family of N, the matching 
S[12] has k = N/2-k = 8, and gcd(40,8) = 5 so this tile should be the weave of  two pentagons, 
and it is no surprise that this clone has the same mutation into green and magenta pentagons. 
 
Figure 40.4  An enlargement of the Sx region 

 
We currently have no explanation for the height of Sx but we know its characteristic polynomial 
in x = GenScale, relative to hS[3] is  

2 3 4 5 6 71 439 3301 12835 12579 3557 183
128 128 128 128 128 128 128 128

x x x x x x x
− + − + − + − +

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



N = 41 
 
N = 41 has algebraic complexity 20 along with N = 100. It is in the 8k+1 family so there is a 
DS[5] and in all known cases there is also a ‘volunteer’ DS[2] with a potential for family 
structure.  
 
Figure 41.1  The early web in magenta 
 

 
 
Figure 41.2  The web local to the ‘volunteer’ DS[2] shows a very dense edge geometry 

 
 
Figure 41.3  In the 8k+1 family DS[2] is step-4 and may have  a semi-invariant region local to 
its edges because N has a strong mod-4 resonance. The only inner survivor is S[1] but S[22] 
appears to also survive. Note that the matching right-side star[23] is effective. N = 33 had a 
similar S[6]. 
 

 
DS]2] and all DS[k] share their penultimate star[2N/2-2] with star[2] of S[2] so it is no surprise 
that S[1] at DS[37] is also step-4 with star[3] effective. The edge geometry of S[1] is locally 
invariant in a manner similar to DS[2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 41.4  The web local to S[1] which is a 2N-gon like all DS[k] of S[2] 
 

 
Figure 41.5  Detail of the web local to S[1] showing that each cluster from above is centered on 
an S[2] in the First Family of S[1]. This S[2] supports matching S[1]s on either side. There are 
no other known local survivors of S[1], and these two tiles may be ephemeral. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



N = 42 
 
N = 42 and N = 21 have algebraic complexity 6 along with 13 ,26, 38 and 36.  N= 42 and 26 are 
both members of the 8k+2 family so they should have sequences of D[k] and M[k] converging to 
star[1] of S[2]. We noted in Part 1 that N = 18 will have mutations in S[3] and DS[3] and this 
will continue mod-24, so N = 42 is the next case with k = N/2-k = 18 for both S[3] and DS[3] 
with S[2] sitting-in for N. So in both cases 21/gcd(21,18) = 21/3 = 7, and they will be the weave 
of two heptagons with base length gcd(21,18) = 3 (relative to an N/2-gon).   
 
Figure 42.1  The lines of symmetry have the same 2-step increments as N = 40 shown above. 
The web steps are also similar when the underlying DS[k] are used. This is illustrated with the 
blue underlying 42-gon of S[1]. 

 
The mutation in DS[3] carries over to DS[3], but since these mutations preserve centers they 
should have no effect on the D[k], M[k] convergence predicted by the 8k+2 Conjecture. DS[15] 
will also be mutated as described below. The web steps described here are the same as the twice-
even case when the DS[k] are replaced with their underlying tiles, so it is possible to use the 
same k = N/2-k  predictions, with S[1] at step-2 relative to the underlying blue N-gon. 
 
Figure 42.2  Detail of the S[2] region 

 



The Mutation Conjecture predicts the initial star point of the mutation using the minimum of 
N/2-1 -jk which is 20-18 = 2, but this prediction is always based on the underlying N-gon, so it 
corresponds to star[1] of the existing N/2-gon S[3] or DS[3]. This gives the correct mutation 
from star[1] to right-side star[2] as shown below. (Our  First Family software automatically 
applies the gender-change mutations of the odd S[k] and DS[k] so the cyan polygons shown 
below are already mutated once-over.) 
 
DS[15] will have the same mutation since k = N/2-15 = 6 and gcd(21,6) = 3. The minimum of 
20-jk is still 2 but now it occurs with j = 3. These DS[k] mutations should be horizontal 
reflections of the S[k] cases because the web reverses polarity with each new generation. For 
DS[7] and S[7] , k = N/2-k = 14 so 21/gcd(21,14) = 3 and they will be the weave of two triangles 
with  base of length 7. The Mutation Conjecture correctly predicts an initial star[3] because N/2-
1-14 = 6 for the underlying N-gon (not shown here). 
 
Figure 42.3  Mutations in S[3], DS[15] (identical to DS[3]) , DS[7] and S[7] (not to scale). As 
expected the DS[k] mutations are horizontal reflections of the S[k] mutations.      

        
 
The enlargement below shows that the DS[3] mutation appears to have no adverse effect on the 
web evolution of DS[2] acting as D[2]. The combined 3rd generation M[2]-D[2] web is clearly  
step-4 and supports the same Rule of 4 DS[k] as M[1] and D[1] in the 2nd generation. Of course 
this D[2] web is inverted relative to S[2] as D[1] and this will continue for each generation. This 
should imply that ‘even’ and ‘odd’ generations will share greater similarity. We conjecture that 
there will be some small variations in future generations and this implies that in future 
generations there will either be a systematic failure or else eventual self-similarity of even and 
odd generations. 
 
Figure 42.4  Detail of the star[1] region of S[2]

 
 



N = 43 
 
N = 43 has complexity 21 along with N = 49. N = 43 is in the 8k + 3 family so the first DS[k] 
predicted by the Edge Conjecture is DS[7]. This is the most ‘extreme’ S[2] tile gap of any N-gon 
and one issue is whether a family structure can arise here without any local DS[k]. Early versions 
of the local web showed promise of a possible DS[1] but in the plots below we show that this 
DS[1] is indeed virtual and it is not clear what extended family structure exists. The second issue 
is whether there are always volunteer conforming tiles between existing DS[k]. In some cases 
these volunteers could be odd DS[k] beyond those predicted by the Edge Conjecture. For N-odd 
there will always be three such candidates between predicted pairs 
 
Figure 43.1  The level-21 web in magenta

 
Figure 43.2  All possible DS[k] (with k odd). This would apply to any N-odd case. 

 
 
N =47 to follow has a volunteer adjacent to the predicted DS[19] which is a close match for the 
DS21] and below we can see that that N = 43 has a similar volunteer which is a close match with 
a DS[11] which would sit between the existing DS[7] and DS[15]. There are also near hits with 
DS[17] and DS[19].  
 
Figure 43.2  The lines of symmetry 
 

 



Figure 43.3 The star[2] region of S[2] shows no obvious signs of extended family 
 

 
This region originally looked promising for the existence of a volunteer DS[1], but after 
extensive web iterations, DS[1] was shown to be virtual. The matching M tile in the First Family 
is the S[1] of S[2] which we call the M[2] of S[2]. It looks more promising that DS[1] – but it is 
also virtual. We also generated the First Family of the virtual M[2] but found no obvious hits 
with the existing black web structure (which took 3 days of round the clock iteration with the Dc 
Map.) . This is not promising to the 8k +3 family – at least local to S[2]. 
 
Since the web local to S[1] is step-4, the ‘effective’ star points will include star[1] of S[1] as 
shown below. This is not always a promising alignment and there are no obvious First Family 
survivors. However every effective star point provides the potential for extended tile structure, 
and N = 43 clearly provides a diverse framework for ‘alien life forms’.  
 
 
Figure 43.2  The step-4 web local to S[1] (which is a 2N-gon) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



N = 44 
 
N = 44 is the 5th non-trivial member of the 8k+4 family and the 3rd member of the mod-16 
subclass containing N = 28 and N = 12. Therefore the 8k + 4 Conjecture says that DS[4] will 
have a Px ‘parent’ which has a DS[4] as S[19]. We will use this fact to construct Px. As always 
the two star points that DS[4] and Sx share are GenStar and star[3] of DS[4] which match up 
with star[1] and star[19] of Px: Therefore  hPx = d/(Tan[19π/44]-Tan[π/44] where  d = 
StarDS4[[3]][[1]]- StarDS4[[19]][[1]]  0.000656836 
 
Figure 44.1  The edge geometry of N = 44 in the 8k+4 family 
 

 
 
Figure 44.2  Detail of 3rd generation at Px 
 

 
 
It is likely that S[1] and a few neighboring tiles in the First Family of Px will survive. The 
Twice-even S[1] Conjecture says that the step-2 web of S[1] can support ‘step-2 ‘tiles such as 
S3x and S9x shown below. S3x will always be an S[2] in the First Family of S[3], but S9x 
shown here is only a partial survivor because the early web splits – maybe due to S[3] influence. 
 
Figure 44.3  Detail of the step-2 S[1] web 
 

 
 



N = 45 
 
N = 45 has complexity 12 and is in the 8k+5 family. Therefore the S[2] tile of N = 45 will 
include a DS[1] with a step-2 web with potential for extended family structure. 
 
Figure 45.2  A symmetry diagram for the 6 DS[k] 

 

 
The overall geometry appears to be similar for all odd N. The Rule of 8 DS[k] will be 2N-gons 
which evolve in a simple k =2N/2-k cw fashion, so S[1] at DS[41] is step-4 as shown here, and 
DS[33] will have step-12 symmetry. DS[1] will be maximum step 44 which is 22 top and 
bottom. Since Mod(2N,N-1) is always 2, DS[1] will have a simple step-2 web as shown below.  
There should be mutations here because 2N/gcd(2N,k) is 10, 18 and 30 for DS[9], DS[25] and 
DS[33]. We will do just the DS[9] case here. 
 
Figure 45.3  The mutation of DS[9] into the weave of blue and magenta decagons 

                         



For DS[9], k = N-k = 36 just like DS[3] of N = 39. Here gcd(N,k) is 9 so the mutation is based 
on two regular decagons. As with N = 39, the expected surviving star points should match the 
minimum of N-2 - jk which is 7. The base should span 9 star points (with included edge of the 
underlying cyan DS[k]), so the right-side star point is star[2].  
 
There are also mutations among the volunteers and DS[25] and DS[17] appear to support a non-
regular hexagon in a fashion similar to DS[19] and DS[11] for N = 39. It is no surprise that the 
shared symmetry between the 8k+1,8k+3, 8k+5 and 8k+7 classes translates into similar 
geometry. Compare the DS[33] region above with DS[27] of N = 39 and the connections 
between DS[25] and DS[17] with the matching DS[19] and DS[11] for N = 39. In addition the 
‘volunteer’ DS[1] of N = 39, has a step-2 web just like the ‘real’ DS[1] here. 
 
Figure 45.3  The DS[1] (D[2]) region showing the step-2 web which will likely foster some 
local First Family tiles.

 
The large volunteer on the right may be a failed DS[3]. Below we show the First Family of D[2] 
which includes a prominent ‘M’ tile at star[2]. This virtual M tile is an M[2] relative to S[2]. It 
has a promising local family structure which is on the border of the star-2 region defined by S[2]. 
The local geometry at star[2] of S[2] is a literal reflection of the geometry at star[1] of N, and in 
the Dc world this point has coordinates {-1,0} while star[1] of N is {0,0}. 
 
When N is odd S[1] and S[3] will always share their star[4] points because these points are also 
star points of S[2] and N. 
 
Figure 45.4   The web local to S[1] 

 



 N = 46 
 
N = 46 has complexity 11 and is a member of the 8k+6 family along with N = 14, 22, 30 and 38 
This family has a prominent DS[1] which could serve as an M[2] but typically there is no 
matching D[2]. As indicated earlier N = 46 and N = 38 have very different embedded N/2-gons 
and since DS[1] is also an N/2-gon, this may have an effect on the geometry of DS[1]. It appears 
that the DS[1] of S[2] always has a step-1 web in a manner similar to S[1], but the issue is 
whether this web can support any First Family tiles of DS[1] so that future generations may 
develop. For N = 22, DS[1] has a fake S[3] tile and not a promising legacy for future  
 
Figure 46.1  The early web 

 
 
Figure 46.2  The region local to S[2] 
 

 
 



Figure 46.3  The region local to DS[1] showing the step-1 web

 
 
The D tile in the First Family of DS[1] is virtual here but it sits inside S[2] and shares a star[1] 
point with star[1] of S[2]. This D tile has a tiny S[2] which survives the web and this S[2] 
matches the S[1] of DS[1] shown below. This is a promising start toward a form of self-
similarity – that does not appear to exist with the prior N = 38. 
 
Figure 46.3  The web local to DS[1] has a surviving S[1] tile which is an N-gon congruent to an 
S[2] of D as seen above.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 N = 47 
 
N = 47 has complexity 23 , which is the largest of any of the N-gons in this survey. It is a 
member of the 8k+7 family so there is a DS[3] and matching ‘volunteer’ DS[1]s. The plots 
shown here support the 8k+7 Conjecture which says that DS[1] will be the S[N-3] tile of DS[3].  
We also conjecture that DS[1] and DS[3] will have step-2 and step-6 webs respectively and these 
webs should support some early members of the First Families of DS[1] and DS[3]. 
 
Figure 47.1  The web local to S[2] and S[1] showing lines of symmetry in blue

 
 
For N odd, the combined S[1]-S[2] web local to S[2] is step-8 so the DS[k] survivors exist at 
16*Pi/94 rotations about the center of S[2]. This means that the rotated DS[11] will be aligned 
with DS[27] and the rotated DS[19] will align with DS[35]. This DS[19] supports a large colony 
of surviving tiles and has a neighbor which is a slightly displaced DS[21]. 
 
Figure 47.2 The web local to S[2] 

 



Each DS[k] has internal symmetry which  increases mod-4 from S[1] at step-2. Therefore 
DS[35] will be step-6 as shown by the blue lines of symmetry – which are 6 steps each. This 
matches the DS[27] from N = 39 which was mutated into two 13-gons since 78/gcd(12,78) = 
78/6  = 13. Likewise DS[27] matches the DS[19] from N = 39 at step-10 , This is still step-10 
since k = N/2-k = 28 and Mod[94,28] = 10. We have no obvious explanation for the neighboring 
DS[21]  volunteer.  

 
 
This volunteer DS[1] is also the S[2] of S[2] which we call D[2]. It has a step-2 web that seems 
to be supportive of early First Family members in 2N family.  
As we noted with N = 23, the step-6 web of DS[3] counts down from star[N-3], so the smallest 
effective star points are periodic {0,2,4} starting with N = 15. Therefor N = 47 should have 
star[2] of DS[3] effective just like N = 23 earlier. This is a promising geometry for support of 
tiles such as S[1] and S[2]. 
 
Figure 47.2 The web local to DS[3] 

 
 
In the 8k+7 family DS[3] always shares its star[5] point with S[2] as shown above, but this is 
never synchronized with the step-6 web. However as noted above, the right-side star[2] of DS[3] 
should be effective for all N of the form 23 + 24k and this creates a potential geometry similar to 
N = 23 where S[1], S[2] and S[4] survive in the 2N-gon family 
 
S[1] shown below is also a 2N-gon but it has a step-4 web. S[1] shares the same penultimate N-2 
star point as all of the DS[k], so star[1] will be effective just like DS[1]. This is not necessarily 
conducive to a local family structure and the only surviving First Family member is an S[2]. 
 
Figure 47.3 The web local to S[1] showing the (ideal) First Family of S[1]

 
 
 



 
 
 
 N = 48 
 
N = 48 has complexity 8 just like N = 40. They are both in the 8k family so they have a DS[2] 
which can serve as a second generation D[2]. For all members of the 8k family this DS[2] 
appears to support a local family structure.  
 
Figure 48.1  The web local to S[1] and S[2] showing mutations in DS[18], S[3] and S[4] 

 
 
By the Rule of Four the surviving DS[k] include DS[2], DS[6], DS[10], DS[14] , DS[18] as well 
as S[1] at DS[22]. When N is even these DS[k] are simply the S[k] tiles in the First Family of 
S[2]. With S[2] playing the part of a surrogate N, the step sequences of the DS[k] are the same as 
the S[k] of  N, namely k  = N/2-k. This means that mutations in the S[k] of the First Family of N 
= 48  should be matched by mutations in the DS[k]. The most important S[k] mutations here are 
S[3] and S[4] of N with k  = 21 and 20 respectively. For S[3], N/gcd(N,21) = 16 so S[3] will be 
the barely perceptual weave of two 16-gons as shown above. The case for S[4] is more extreme 
with N/gcd(N,20) = 12 and there is no doubt that this will impact the web local to S[2]. 
 
Figure 48.2  The web local to S[2] showing the step-8 symmetry which translates to a step-4 
DS[k] evolution. 



 
Since the mutation condition for N twice-even is gcd(N,k ) >2, the DS[2], DS[6], DS[10] and 
DS[14] tiles escape, but for DS[18], N/gcd(N,6) = 8 so it is weave of two octagons and this 
should match the mutation of the S[18] tile of N. For N twice-even this penultimate DS[N/2-6] 
will always have step 3 symmetry with respect to the underlying cyan N-gon and this symmetry 
should  be preserved by mutations. There appear to be no survivors of the First Family of DS[18] 
 
Figure 48.3  The S[18] tile of S[2] shows clearly the contributions from S[1] (primarily left-side) 
and S[2] (right-side). By contrast the large ‘volunteer’ shows little sign of left-right bias.  

 
 
This DS[18] lies on the boundary of the ‘sphere of influence’ of S[2]. For N twice-even, S[1] is 
still in the First Family of S[2], but the First Family of S1] does not include S[2], and the local 
web of S[1] is even more ‘autonomous’ than the twice-odd case. In every combined S[1]- S[2] 
web we have shown that the DS[k] will feel influence from both S[1] and S[2] and it would be 
expected that a ‘boundary’ tile like DS[18] will have the most extreme right-left dichotomy.  
 
S[1] here  is step-2, so there is the potential for ‘step-2’ family tiles as described with N = 24,but 
here there are no survivors of the ‘normal’ or step-2 family of S[1]. Whenever there is a 
surviving DS[2] it will have the potential for next generation structure and that is true here 
 



Figure 48.4  The DS[2] region showing the step-4 web of DS[2] which appears to have at least 
S[1] and S[2] survivors. 

 
 

 
 
 N = 49 
 
N = 49 has complexity 21 along with N = 43. Algebraically these two are among the most 
extreme cases that we will see here. In terms of edge geometry, N = 49 is in the 8k+1 dynamical 
family so the Edge Conjecture and the Rule of 8 predicts the existence of S[1] at DS[45] as well 
as DS[37], DS[29], DS[21], DS[13] and DS[5] as the main members of the modified First 
Family of S[2].  The 8k+1 Conjecture predicts that there will be a ‘volunteer’ DS[2] with a step-
4 local web that could support an extended tile structure. 
 
Figure 49.1 – The early web of S[2] and S[1]

 
 
Figure 49.2  The web local to S[2] 



 
Since  is odd the DS[k] are conforming to star[2] of S[2] and this implies that they are ‘D’ tiles 
relative to the ‘odd’ S[k] of S[2].The 8k+1 Conjecture predicts that DS[5] will co-exist with a 
‘volunteer’ DS[2] which will be a D tile relative to the magenta virtual S[2]. This means that the 
hDS[2] will be comparable with hS[1] + hS[2] as shown by the ‘magenta tower’ below. 
 
Figure 49.3  The region local to S[2] showing magenta ‘towers’ of virtual S[k] for each DS[k]. 

 
As explained in Part 1, these towers of even or odd S[k] exist for any N-gon by simple rotation 
about the center and S[2] itself is the tip an even tower while S[1] matches up with S[3] to form 
the tip of an odd tower. But beyond the first generation the S[k] in these towers may be virtual. 
However since S[2] supports DS[k] there may be corresponding S[k] towers that are meaningful. 
For example DS[5] corresponds to an ‘even tower’ with S[2], S[4] and S[6]. The S[4] and S[6] 
embedded in DS[5] are virtual, but it appears that the S[2] is real. Likewise with DS[13] based 
on S[14] and S[12], it appears that the S[8] in tower may be real as shown above. 
 
Figure 49.4  In the 8k+1 family the volunteer DS[2] always has a step-4 web with promise of 
extended tile structure. Here it looks like S[43] (47-4), S[39] (43-4) and S[31] may be among the 
survivors in the First Family of DS[2].

 
Since k = N-k and Mod[2N,N-2] is always 4 this DS[2] will have a step-4 web in a manner 
similar to S[1]. Like all next-generation DS[k], DS[2] will have a web orientation opposite of 
S[2] but it always has potential to support First Family tiles. 



 
Figure 49.5  Enlargement of DS[2] showing the step-4 web with star[23] effective and this 
implies that star[3] is also effective and it appears that there are at least surviving S[1], S[2] and 
S[3] shown below in blue. 

 
 
 
Fig. 49.6  The web of S[1] is step-4 like DS[2] . Star[3] is now effective which can be a good 
omen, but it appears that there are no First Family survivors.  
 

 
 
 
 N = 50 
 
N = 50 and N = 25 have complexity 10. Since N = 50 is in the 8k+2 family, there should be 
sequences of M[k[ and D[k] tiles converging to GenStar[50], which is also star[1] of N. For N 
even, it is our convention is to study this convergence at star[1] of S[2]. This is a horizontal 
reflection (about cS[1]) of star[1] of N 
 
Figure 50.1  - The second generation on the edges of N = 50. 

 
 
 



Figure 50.2  The S2 Region 

 
 
Edge Conjecture predicts DS[k] at step-4 counting down from S[1] at DS[23] and these match 
the blue lines of symmetry above. It is not unusual for predicted DS[k] to have matching  
‘binaries’ as seen here with DS[11] and DS[19], but these volunteers are seldom one of the 3 
possible DS[k] that could co-exist between pairs of DS[k] so their parameters are not obvious. 
DS[15] is mutated because k = N/2-k = 25-15 = 10. Since DS[15] is an N/2-gon the mutation 
condition is gcd(25,10) > 2, and here 25/(gcd(25,10) = 5 and DS[15] will be the weave to blue 
and magenta pentagons as shown above. 
 
A salient feature of all 8k+2 N-gons is the fact that the predicted DS[3] will so-exist with right 
and left side DS[2]s which can serve as D[2]s. Each DS[3] ‘cluster’ will also contain 3 matching 
M[2]s so each D[2] will have right and left side M[2]s (with one M[2] shared). There is ample 
evidence that this two-family web evolution would not occur without DS[3] providing overall 3-
edge structure to form a semi-invariant region on the edges of S[2]. The shared M[2] will always 
share a vertex with DS[3] as shown below. 
 
igure 50.3  Detail of the 3rd generation presided over by D[2] and M[2] (note that this geometry 
is only partially self-similar to the 2nd  generation and subsequent generatios may all be different) 
 

 



The 8k+2 Conjecture says that there should be a total of 2k of these ‘clusters’ where k is 6 here. 
These 12 clusters yields 24 D[2]s and there is another D[2] on the line of symmetry as shown 
below, for a total of N/2 D[2]s for each D[1]. Therefore the initial conditions for the P[k] periods 
of the D[k] will be P[1] = N/2  (which we call n). Since D[1] = S[2] always has period n , P[2] 
will be n2. These will be the initial conditions for the second-order difference equation as derived 
in Section 2 of Part 1. The critical step is obtaining a count for the D[3].  
 
To a first approximation this would be just another power of n as each D[2] does indeed support 
n D[3]s on its edges. But these D[2]s are ‘unfettered’ relative to D[1] because there are no 
competing D[1]s as in Figure 26.2 . This means that these (left and right) ‘outliers’ must now be 
counted for every D[2]. The isolated D[2] shown below will have 2 outliers, but the D[2] in 
clusters will have just one each because of the shared geometry. Therefore there will be 25⸱26 
outlier D[3]s which explains the n +1 limiting ratio in the 8k+2 Conjecture. 
 
 
Figure 50.3  The total number of D[3] tiles on the edges of the 25 S[2]s is 253 + 25⸱26. This is 
P[3] so the recursive formula is Pk = nPk-1 + (n+1)Pk-2 where n = N/2 and P1 = n and P2 = n2 
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Links 
 
The author’s web site at DynamicsOfPolygons.org is devoted to the outer billiards map and 
related maps from the perspective of a non-professional. This is a very safe site which has been 
on-line for more than 12 years. It has full SST encryption and no commercial content. The main 
menu has links for accessing PDFs, Animations, Software, Images, and further Links. Under 
Software there is a Mathematica notebook called FirstFamily.nb which will generate the First 
Family for any regular N-gon and allow explorations using , Df or Dc.The notebook called 
NonRegular.nb will work for any N-gon and the InnerBilliards.nb notebook introduces the case 
of orbits inside an N-gon. 
 
For someone willing to download the free Mathematica CDF Reader there are many 
‘manipulates’ that are available at the Wolfram Demonstrations site  - including an outer 
billiards manipulate by the author and two other manipulates based on the author’s results in 
[H2]. At the DynamicsOfPolygons site there are more cdf manipulates and there are also 
animations of orbits in the form of Projections. Note: Earlier we noted that Google Chrome may 
place a limit on downloads so we recommend Firefox for internet access. It is easy to swap back 
and forth between these default applications. Using Adobe Reader or Adobe Acrobat the image 
downloads can be opened as a temporary ‘tab’ in the current window for convenience but it may 
be necessary to go to Edit then Preferences and check the box that allows this. 
 

http://arxiv.org/abs/1006.2782
http://www.dynamicsofpolygons.org/
http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/search.html?query=outer+billiards
http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/search.html?query=outer+billiards
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